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BAK is a RealTruck brand. When you buy BAK from RealTruck, you are buying direct from the manufacturer.






BAK Industries Tonneau Covers & Accessories
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BAKFlip MX4
Hard Folding Tonneau Cover
The BAKFlip MX4 is constructed entirely from alloy materials, including heavy-duty aluminum top panels and side rails. Unlike comparable soft-folding tonneau covers, you can't simply slice through the MX4 with a pocket knife. No matter the cargo in the bed, you can rest assured that your gear's protected by a premium bed cover from BAK industries.
From $###.##


SHOp now
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BAKFlip G2
Hard Folding Tonneau Cover
For the ultimate in cargo protection and security, nothing beats a premium hard folding bed cover like the BAKFlip G2 from BAK industries. Featuring heavy-duty aircraft-grade aluminum construction, the BAKFlip G2 provides unparalleled strength, earning it a 300 lb. weight rating when evenly distributed.
From $###.##


SHOP NOW
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BAKFlip F1
Hard Folding Tonneau Cover
The rich, high-gloss FRP (Fiberglass Reinforced Polymer) top surface of the BAKFlip F1 provides superior dent, ding and scratch resistance. Heavy-duty aluminum panels line the underside, giving the cover its strength and durability. Together, these make the F1 our top of the line BAKFlip, offering a stylish and secure cover for the long haul.
From $###.##


SHOp now
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BAKFlip FiberMax
Hard Folding Tonneau Cover
The BAKFlip FiberMax includes all of the features of a standard aluminum BAKFlip, now with an FRP (Fiberglass Reinforced Polymer) surface, making the cover dent, scuff and ding resistant, as well as cooler to the touch. Its tough aluminum substructure, robust hinge design, and patented slam latch system make the FiberMax an easy-to-use, dependable cover that is built to last.
From $###.##


SHOP NOW






BAKBox 2
The BAKBox2 is convenient storage solution designed to work with the entire Revolver and BAKFlip series.  As the most versatile toolbox on the market, the BAKBox2 can be positioned anywhere on the rails and organizes your valuables underneath your locked tonneau. Best of all, the BAKBox2 folds out of the way quickly to give you back your entire truck bed cargo space. 
From $###.##


SHOP NOW
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Revolver X4s
Hard Roll-Up Tonneau Cover
Protect your valuable cargo with the Revolver X4s tonneau cover from BAK Industries! The latest iteration of BAK’s highly-popular Revolver X4s improves upon an already-great design. While still constructed from durable marine-grade vinyl stretched atop heavy-duty, cut-resistant aluminum slats, the NEW BAK X4s features full matte-black styling that extends to all other components.
From $###.##


SHOP NOW
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Revolver X2
Hard Roll-Up Tonneau Cover
The BAK Revolver X2, featuring exclusive automatic rotational locking rails that secure the cover the entire length of the bed on each side. This hard roll-up tonneau cover easily rolls up with one-handed operation and allows use of every inch of the truck bed without blocking your rear window. This cover does it all with unrivaled strength, security and style.
From $###.## 


SHOP NOW
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BAK Replacement Cover Labels
From:  $7.99
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BAK Replacement Prop Rod Parts
From:  $7.70
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BAK Replacement Locking Lever Assembly Parts
From:  $7.99
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BAK Replacement Bumpers
From:  $7.99
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BAK Replacement Shims
From:  $7.99



















About BAK Industries
BAK Industries®, a RealTruck brand, is recognized for producing America’s top-selling, most relied upon hard top truck bed covers, including the Revolver X4s and BAKFlip® MX4. Proudly manufactured in Springfield, MO, BAK Truck Bed Covers are designed to provide maximum security, long-lasting durability, and all-weather protection with a sleek, low-profile appearance.
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BAK tonneaus are made from durable materials and require simple care to ensure a long life of performing well and looking great.
Care & Maintenance
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Looking for expert installation and superior service? Use our locator to find a dealer near you.
Find A Dealer
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Search for your BAK Industries product by name or part number to find our detailed user manuals and installation guides.
Installation Guides
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